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What was your main takeaway?

Many people face mental health concerns

Allowing a platform for people to vocalize their experience is such a powerful thing. It chips away at the
stigma surrounding mental illness and allows people to resonate and share experiences

Treat yourself like you're a friend coming to you for comfort

I learned that just talking with others and having dialog goes a long way

That mental health comes in a lot of different forms and it’s okay to be vulnerable!

There are so many different things that people are struggling with all the time. One of the videos showed how
on the outside the person looked perfectly fine but on the inside was constantly in an internal battle. This is
how I feel often and it’s comforting to know I’m not the only one and it’s just hard to identify in people.
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If you were telling a friend about this workshop, you would describe it as:
(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

An easy way to hear about other's experiences with mental health issues and to feel less isolated

A different way to approach the topic of mental health and mental wellness. Not something we've seen before

It’s a time to decompress and evaluate; focus on mental health

This was one of the most involved workshops I have attended virtually

Helpful, impactful, and uplifting

Informational but can also be triggering.

How might you use what you learned today?

I was always scared to confront media based on mental illness because I was a little scared to resonate with
it. I learned that it isn't something to fear but to embrace and assess.

After this I’ll try and check in on myself more

I can use this in my own journey and helping others in my future career

Using it toward my own mental health, knowing it’s something you can work on and that there are tons of
resources out there if need be

Keep tabs on my friends' mental health more because it’s so easy to miss the signs.

I would be more understanding of people's actions

What are the biggest barriers to your mental wellness
and/or receiving mental health support?

(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

Time, not able to attend in-person support, secrecy from friends/family

Stigma and taboo, hesitation based on cultural practice

Feeling disconnected

Not having the information necessary

Money & time

How can we improve this event in the future?

You could add Indigenous and newcomer resources - what was provided was great.

I would say making the speakers  and panel a little bit shorter
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Major

Nutrition 1

marketing and international business 1

Fine Art 1

Finance 1

Social work 1

Business 1

Engineering 1

Computer science 1
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